20 [Finding suitable common feature sets for use in multiclass subject independent brain-21 computer interface (BCI) classifiers is problematic due to characteristically large 22 inter-subject variation of electroencephalographic signatures. We propose a wrapper 23 search method using a one versus the rest discrete output classifier. Obtaining and 24 evaluating the quality of feature sets requires the development of appropriate 25 classifier metrics. A one versus the rest classifier must be evaluated by a scalar 26 performance metric that provides feedback for the feature search algorithm. However, 27 the one versus the rest discrete classifier is prone to settling into degenerate states for 28 difficult discrimination problems. The chance of occurrence of degeneracy increases 29 with the number of classes, number of subjects and imbalance between the number of 30 samples in the majority and minority classes. This paper proposes a scalar Quality 31 (Q)-factor to compensate for classifier degeneracy and to improve the convergence of 32 the wrapper search. The Q-factor, calculated from the ratio of sensitivity to specificity 33 of the confusion matrix, is applied as a penalty to the accuracy (1-error rate). This 34 method is successfully applied to a multiclass subject independent BCI using 10 35 untrained subjects performing 4 motor tasks in conjunction with the Sequential 36 Floating Forward Selection feature search algorithm and Support Vector Machine 37 classifiers.] 3 38 1. Introduction 39 Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is an ensemble of technologies that seek to establish 40 a pathway of communication capable of translating neurologically derived signals, 41 such as imagined human movements, into computer interpretable commands [1-3]. 42 These commands can be used for the purpose of basic user interface, or for 43 controlling external devices such as a robotic arm or prosthetic [1,4-8]. BCI 44 implementation is a pattern recognition problem where signals derived from different 45 brain states are examined in order to select a set of optimally descriptive features 46 which can be most closely attributed to the associated state, typically using supervised 47 learning. 48 Many successful approaches to BCI have been presented in the literature [2,9,10]. 49 While many approaches focus on subject specific models due to high inter-subject 50 variances present in larger populations, a wide array of studies have shown the 51 viability of subject independent (SI) models [2,7,10-13]. Reducing complexity is an 52 important part of emerging consumer grade EEG devices. Viability of an off the shelf 53 subject independent solution relies on methods capable of being deployed for mobile 54 devices and embedded platforms. While the computational capabilities of these 55 devices are rapidly increasing, power requirements play a key role in feasibility of 56 high computational complexity models. As a result, optimized models based on 57 traditional machine learning techniques gain an advantage for BCI applications. 58 Additionally, while BCI methods focus on interface and output classification, these 59 models can be used to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the inner 60 workings of the human brain for future research applications. 61 4 62 SIBCI methods aim to reduce cost and complexity through the selection of a set of 63 features common across a large population. This approach is essential to the 64 feasibility of real-world applications which require robust classification for a broad 65 array of activities and events. Multiclass methods commonly employed in BCI 66 literature include one-vs.-one (OVO) and one-vs.-rest (OVR) strategies which tend to 67 generate highly comparable results [15-18]. In the interest of applying our method 68 and findings to the widest available scale of both subject populations and event 69 classifications, we conducted our investigation of multiclass detection using an OVR 70 classifier scheme. As such, our selection of the OVR scheme with a data driven 71 feature selection wrapper as described in section 2.2 allows us to optimize 72 performance and reduce architectural complexity by selecting only one subset of 73 features per class. To alleviate the undesirable behaviour sometimes present in 74 classifiers operating on imbalanced sets, we have devised an OVR classifier 75 performance metric to guide the feature search algorithm. 76 The Sequential Forward Floating Search (SFFS [19,20]) method was selected to 77 operate in conjunction with the OVR multiclass Support Vector Machine (SVM)
92 In this paper we propose a novel scalar metric that indicates the successful detection 93 rate and the degree of degeneracy of the classifier. We begin by providing 94 descriptions of the multi-class SIBCI feature space, the degeneracies of the one versus 95 the rest discrete output classifier, and the wrapper feature selection methods. We then 96 provide an outline for our experimental design, feature selection methods and an 97 overview of SFFS. This is followed by details of our proposed solution, and a 98 presentation of our results which contains a comparison of corrected and non-99 corrected data processed by both subject independent and subject specific models.
100
The final section provides an assessment of our results and a conclusion to the paper. The inherent challenges of SIBCI are magnified in cases where feature sets are 104 derived based on samples collected from larger populations, as these data sets tend to 105 display substantial inter-subject variance. As it pertains to SIBCI, the inter-subject 
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Representing each set of features for M tasks and P subjects as , where 112 corresponds to the number of tasks and the number ∈ {1,2,3,…,M} ∈ {1,2,3,…, P} 113 of subjects, we describe the feature space for each task T k as
114
(1) = ⋃ = 1 ∀ ∈ {1,2,…, }
115
(2) ( ) ≥ ( )
116
N(T) indicates the cardinality of each feature T, and indicates that the subject invariant 117 task may occupy a larger area of the feature space than for any individual subject.
118
Each N(T) increases as more subjects are included in T k . Fig 1A shows by requiring M(M-1)/2 feature selections. This results a factor of (M-1)/2 more 164 feature subsets than tasks, none of which are uniquely assigned to a specific task.
165
Additional methods are then required to select a single unique feature set for each 166 task.
167
Generally speaking, for each class, there is an optimal discriminant function g i (x), i = according to the rule:
172
173 Indeterminate regions where either more than one or no g i (x) is positive can result 174 from the overlapping regions such as those shown in Fig 1B. 175
An OVR classifier with an equal frequency of members in each of the M classes has 176 M-1 greater number of training samples in the non-target class than in the target class.
177
The unequal size of the two groups biases the overlapped region of Fig new feature is retained. The array of costs C 2 , C 3 , . . ., C k+1 associated with X 2 , X 3 , . .
312
., X k+1 may assume a minimum value that leads the algorithm to pick a feature subset 313 resulting in a degenerate classifier, or the SFFS search may fail to converge. transformation into a scalar value which preserves both the accuracy information 333 while accounting for possible degeneracies in the solution. To achieve this, we 334 devised a metric henceforth dubbed as the Q -factor which is defined as:
From elements of A, we can obtain overall accuracy (ACC), Sensitivity (SENS) and 
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Thus we can better assess our features by confusion matrix's imbalance in addition to 379 accuracy. While a simple accuracy calculation ( Fig 3B) 
Where y is the simple accuracy, and IMB, the degree of imbalance, is given by (12).
388
This accomplishes our objective of moving any F(x,y) with a large value of imbalance 389 into a region of lower relevance and imbalance (Fig 3) , clearing out the elements 390 located in Region 2 and moving them into Regions 1, 3 and 4 as shown in Fig 3C. 391
Finally, the Q-factor is given by , based on Eq. (1). For a fixed bit rate channel, the limit of the probability of a = 10 403 correct decision decreases as the number of classes increase. For an OVR classifier, 404 the impact of Mode I degenerate results becomes more severe as M increases. If the 405 degenerate result is near or greater than the theoretical limit for a given class, the 406 wrapper has a greater chance of basing its search on the degenerate results. 
417
For comparison, we conducted both Q-factor guided and simple accuracy guided 418 feature searches on subject specific BCI (SSBCI) classifiers using our earlier-419 mentioned 10 subject BCI dataset (Fig 5A-B) . The results of that comparison are 420 presented in Table 2 . After application of the Q factor to the classifier, the SSBCI 421 results moved out of region 2 (high accuracy -high imbalance) into regions 1, 3, and 422 4. Prior to applying Q to our model, we found that the SFFS search algorithm more 423 frequently became trapped in local minima and was therefore unable to produce a 424 viable feature subset. The total number of convergent SFFS searches that produce 425 feature subsets is indicated in Table 3 .
426
After incorporation of the Q factor an increase in converged searches was produced.
427
Q-corrected results occur tightly clustered to the vertical axis in region 1. This is the 428 optimal location for classifier accuracy-imbalance results, indicating the highest 448 models were produced, and upon applying the Q factor they were tightly clustered 449 against the vertical axis of region 1. The summary of results in Table 3 shows three 450 areas where Q factor improves the performance.
451
First, the number of SFFS searches that produce feature sets has increased in all cases, 452 and more so for SIBCI models. While a small increase in the number of converged 453 wrapper models occurred for the SSBCI, the improvement is not as pronounced.
454
Uncorrected SIBCI wrapper searches encounter more difficulty in convergence due to 455 the lower discrimination of features as described earlier, and thus show larger 456 improvements when using Q-factor.
457
Second, we observe that the imbalance for all models improves after the application 458 of the Q factor. The improvement is most pronounced for SIBCI than for SSBCI, 459 except for SIBCI with CSP. We conjecture this is due to uncorrected CSP models not 460 exhibiting a high degree of imbalance in the first place.
461
Third, in most cases, the standard deviations of the Q-corrected accuracies and 462 imbalances for SIBCI are less than those of the uncorrected values. All corrected 463 SIBCI accuracy and imbalance results are tightly clustered around their respective 464 mean values. The means of Q-corrected accuracy values are slightly lower than the 465 uncorrected values (73% vs. 64% for SIBCI). This is attributed to the Mode I 466 degeneracy producing an accuracy value of 75% for M=4 (using M-1/M). The 467 reduction in accuracy is caused by the elimination of this bias.
468
Finally, features that occurred most frequently in our Q-corrected wrapper output 469 were power spectral density, Cepstrum, short-time Fourier transform and wavelet 470 decomposition energies marginalized over time.
471
6. Conclusion
472
This study was based on our in-house SIBCI dataset using cross-validation to mitigate 473 the smaller size of the dataset. The Q factor was successful in eliminating trivial (null) 474 and random classifiers of the wrapper feature selection method. As a result, we found 475 a larger number of suitable feature sets. Subject independent results showed a high 476 degree of imbalance when left uncorrected without Q-factor. We showed that while 477 our Q-factor yields some improvements for SSBCI and CSP filtered SIBCI, the 478 improvements were more pronounced for SIBCI. This stands to reason since SIBCI 479 feature sets are more difficult to separate and produce a larger number of imbalanced 480 classifiers within the wrapper search given the complexity of subject-the independent 481 case.
482
Our uncorrected four class SIBCI results approach the Mode I degenerate ( -1) 483 accuracy value of 75%. After applying the Q factor, SIBCI indicated less influence 484 from the Mode I degeneracy.
485
Several topics have been identified to extend the usefulness of this method in future 486 studies. Other mathematical, parameter variations, or transformation methods were 487 not explored and have been deferred for future work. Experiments with M>4 classes 488 is deferred to future research. 
